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FIND YOUR 
NICHE

(in 10 minutes)

This is a critical phase and your eventual 
success hinges on selecting a niche. 

Do not take this step lightly – choose a keyword 
wisely and you can profit in just 30 days, but 
choose a keyword poorly and you might never 
make any money. 

Feel free to use your own methods to brainstorm 
– mind mapping, whiteboard sessions, talking 
with your cat, etc... 

Whatever works for you. Here are a couple 
methods to use when you hit a wall and cannot 
seem to generate unique ideas for niches. 



This technique can reveal new niches & income streams.
The exercise that you will complete today requires you to observe carefully and think about your potential market. I 
guarantee this exercise will generate new ideas for niches and products.  

	 1.	 You goal is observe three people throughout your day for about one minute per person. This can be a day at 
the office, a weekend day with ball games for the kids, out on vacation, or anytime you will see at least three people.

	 2.	 Once you see someone “interesting,” pay attention to the following:

• 	What is the person wearing? (A suit, gym clothes, yoga outfit, sweatpants, cut off jeans, a life preserver, 
etc…)

• 	Does the person have any personal accessories? (laptop bag, stroller, crutches, a parrot on the shoulder, 
eye patch, etc…)

• 	What mood is the person? (happy, sad, confused, frustrated, angry, hungry, etc...) Write down your 
observations as soon as you can, preferably right away.

	 3.	 You should have at least nine different ideas that you can mix and match using this chart:

Role Playing For Keyword Ideas
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Go to the next page for the chart



TIP:  You can pick someone you know, like a family member, acquaintance, friend, or coworker, if you have trouble finding 3 
unique subjects. Go sit at a coffee shop or tea room for 30 minutes and I am sure you will see a cast of characters. 

	 4.	 Now the role playing exercise begins: Develop the persona for  “Man 1” and use your imagination. Ask 
yourself some questions:

• 	Why is he using crutches? What is his job since he is wearing a suit? Why is he frustrated? Is he wearing 
a suit for his job or another reason, like being in court? Does he have a family or is he a loner?

• 	Now that you have a persona, think about what kind of items “Man 1” might like to buy:

• 	 a tie 

• 	 cuff links 
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• 	 a watch 

• 	 dress socks

• 	 more comfortable crutches

• 	 a new laptop bag

• 	 laptop accessories

	 5.	 Perform the same exercise for “Man 2” and “Woman 3.” (Man 2 is clearly a pirate or at least someone with 
a maritime profession.)

	 6.	 Guess what...you just created a list of products to research in your keyword research tool of choice. Be 
sure to use buyer’s keywords like, “best [keyword]” or “[keyword] reviews” to ensure you have highly targeted 
traffic.

Extra Credit: Mix and match the observations.  Role play this: a happy lady wearing yoga pants, with crutches, 
and an eye patch.
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Go to the next page for the 51 Keywords
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51 
PROFITABLE 

Keywords
Here are 51 keywords that you can use to start a 
niche website. The keywords are ideal for 
Amazon Affiliate websites, but feel free to use 
them for any purpose.

You can create a niche site from each of the 51 
keywords. 

Amazing, right?



http://nichesiteproject.com/niche-site-process

NICHE SITE PROCESS

1. Keywords are very important but 
they are just the beginning.

2. You need to understand where 
you are in the process.

3. The Niche Site Process Flowchart 
makes that easy.

4. If you don’t know what to do with 
the keywords, then you should 
study the NSP Flowchart.

5. Follow the link to get more 
information, plus tons of free 
resources.

Keep the Big Picture in Mind
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Go to the next page for the keywords!

http://nichesiteproject.com/niche-site-process
http://nichesiteproject.com/niche-site-process
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Here are the keywords along with the search volume. If you want the list in spreadsheet format 
(like Google Sheets), please check out the Resource Links on the next page.

Go to the next page for Resources!



RESOURCES
Get On My Free Email List
http://nichesiteproject.com/

Signup for my free email newsletter for more great information on 
niche sites, project management, and productivity.

Niche Site Process Flowchart 
http://nichesiteproject.com/niche-site-process/

If you’re new to niche sites, then you’ll definitely want to check out 
the Niche Site Process Flowchart. It explains the WHOLE process 
and maps it out so you can actually apply the information.

NSP Video Course
http://nspvideo.com/course/

This course covers everything from keyword research to content to 
link building and much, much more. I created this course in the Fall 
of 2014 and it is totally up to date with best practices for 2015.

The 51 Keywords on Google Drive
http://nichesiteproject.com/51keywords/

Make your own copy of the 51 KWs to analyze further. You can take 
each term & get additional related KWs from the Google Keyword 
Planner, Long Tail Pro, etc...
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Hey there!  I’m Doug 
Cunnington, the founder of 
Niche Site Project, where I 
apply Project Management 
Best Practices to Building 

Profitable Niche Sites.

Next Steps To Learn More


